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Note for File

1.
A meeting was held in F6
office on the morning of
Tuesday ? April with Detective Inspector Trevor Butler
and Detective Inspector i
of the SDS. They
HN6s
arrived fairly promptly at 1200 and after the meeting I
took them up to the canteen for a drink and a snack lunch.
2.

•

(a)

Items discussed were:
A reouest from F7111Ifor the SDS to provide:
(i)

membership figrres for the RCT

(ii)

how the system of membership within the
PCT operates

(iii) does the RCT keep lists of membership
cards?
(iv)

does membership of EIWAR imply membership
of the ROT?

(v)

details, if possible, of any technical
coverage operating on ELWAP. (SDS stated
that they had no coverage at all.)

(b) It was mentioned that

•

the RCG might

possi y be of
i n erest to t e I . The SDS said that they would
have a look at their file on the RCG and would contact
me again if they considered it warranted a closer
look.
At the request of F7111 the SDS were informed that
there was a possibility that the SWP in the south
east area of London might be amalgamated with Kent.
Could the SDS try and verify this?
SDS provided an update on thier 'hairies personnel.

The SDS asked if it would be possible to have a list
of members and their photographs of Freedom Collective.
If this was possible it would help their "source"
close to the organisation to identify other members.
I
id that I would ask the desk concerned.
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details of those people
(0 The SD6 asked if we wanted
Right to Work
who were beginning to apply to join the
ng the desk
ulti
cons
r
march scheduled for May. Afte
ligence
intel
an
have
not
did
dge
I tcld the SDS thnt
interest in these people.
We

on Tuesday
agreed to meet again in my office at 1200

c May.
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